Preparing for the Social Impacts of Online Platforms

Abstract
With a rich set of online applications permeating into various aspects of life over the last two decades, we begin to see a myriad of new downstream social consequences arising from the adoption and usage of internet applications. This is an increasingly important area of research, given that our understanding of the effects of digitalization has lagged the pace at which offline transactions and processes are being performed online. Through a program of research over the last ten years, I found that the unintended effects of digitalization and inefficiencies of IT deployment are not kept in check with appropriate interventions and policies. These are found in various contexts involving public health, criminology, and employment. Such an understanding is of particular interest to platform operators as these social impacts bring about legal consequences to online platforms that likely damage their brand and subject them under stricter public scrutiny. At the same time, my work has uncovered various design aspects in which digital businesses can enhance when building relationships with end-users. In this talk, I share the core insights gained from these papers and their relevant policy and business implications. I will end off with some personal thoughts and learnings that are pertinent to online platforms.
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